
Keeping Informed and Events 

 It is the responsibility of each member to keep informed.  

 Our newsletter is published monthly to coincide with the first Tuesday of the month. It is 

distributed as a paper copy or can be downloaded from our blog. Please read. 

 Our Keeping Informed Folder is displayed each week and includes a diary of events and 

correspondence. 

 We have a blog – macleanpatchworkandquiltersblog@wordpress.com. Here you will find a diary as 

well as stories of our comings and goings and member’s quilts and projects. 

 LCACA has a website for your information as well- www.ferryparkgallery.org.au –which has a link to 

our blog. 

 Our postal address is PO Box 215 Maclean NSW 2463 

 Our email address is macleanpq@mail.com  

 

Exhibition 

 As part of the yearly LCACA Arts and Crafts Exhibition we hold a Quilt Exhibition. This is a judged 

Exhibition. 

 Members are encouraged to enter the exhibition and special member’s only categories have been 

included to foster participation. 

 There is a member’s only challenge category. 

 Members are expected to help at the exhibition and a roster is made up for this purpose. 

 We make a Raffle Quilt each year to raise funds to support the Exhibition and awarded prize 

money. 

 Members are encouraged to help make the raffle quilt and sell tickets to the public. 

 

Being Charitable 

 Most years, as the main part of our work for charity, we hold a Biggest Morning Tea or Daffodil Day 

for the Cancer Council or some other event.  

 We make a quilt to raffle at these events. 

 We expect members to contribute small handmade items to the trading table. 

 We all pitch in and help to make it a success. 

 

Christmas Party 

 In December we celebrate our year together with a Christmas party. This is organized by a group of 

volunteers who decide the venue etc. etc. 

  It is held as close to the first Tuesday in December as possible. 

 A budget is decided at an appropriate meeting prior. 

 Each year a challenge is set, to be judged as a viewer’s choice. This is called the Christmas 

Challenge and is to promote excellence in our craft work.  Reviewed 25.11.14 
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